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about thiS report

Aware of its role as an agent of change in society and 

the responsibility of making Brazil a better country for all 

of its inhabitants, this report outlines GOL’s social programs 

and achievements during 2007. The Company reaffirms its 

commitment to transparency, quality of information and best 

market practices. 

 Our Corporate Social Responsibility Report is published 

annually and it shows what the Company accomplished in 2007 and 

what is expected to be done  in 2008. The report is a result of the 

efforts of an internal task force in several company departments who 

contributed their time and experience to these programs. 

 As always, GOL is interested in your feedback on 

Company’s business practices, as significant time and resources 

are devoted towards creating a fair and socially responsible 

community.

Enjoy your reading.
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OvERvIEW

 large presence has guaranteed to 

more than 77 mILLION  clients 

the choice of more accessible flights to 

different destinations.

Efficiency in conducting business led GOL to a record growth in its six years of operations.
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OvERvIEW Corporate profile
GOL Linhas Aéreas Inteligentes S.A. is the parent company of GOL Transportes Aéreos S.A. (“GTA”, the company that 

operates the GOL brand) and VRG Linhas Aéreas S.A. (“VRG”, which operates the VARIG brand). GTA and VRG offer daily flights 
to more destinations in Brazil than any other airline, while providing the most convenient flight schedule in Brazil. They 
operate a young, modern fleet of Boeing aircraft, the safest and most comfortable aircraft of its class, with low maintenance, 
fuel and training costs, and high aircraft utilization and efficiency ratios. Through safe and reliable services and high levels  
of customer satisfaction, the Company has the best cost-benefit ratio in the market, enhancing its brand recognition. 

Through its GTI S.A. subsidiary, GOL Linhas Aéreas Inteligentes S.A. acquired 100% of VRG Linhas Aéreas S.A. in 2007 to 
expand its position in the market and follow differentiated performance strategies. GOL will continue to invest in its low cost 
model, with services in Brazil and South America. VRG, through the VARIG brand, offers differentiated services coupled with a 
low cost operating model. 

The Company’s business model is based on structures, systems and controls that give priority to service quality, high 
technology, safety and fleet standardization, as well as team motivation and productivity. Constantly focusing on reducing cost,  
the Company’s strategy is focused on profitable growth through a low cost structure and high quality customer service. 

With shares listed on the São Paulo Stock Exchange  and the New York Stock Exchange since 2004, the Company adheres  
to BOVESPA’s Level 2 Corporate Governance Standards.

effiCienCy and intelligenCe
The Company completed six years of operations on January 15, 2007. In this short time, the Company was able to 

consolidate its position in the highly complex and fast-paced, the airline industry.
Before GOL, air travel was considered by many to be an unaffordable luxury. Today, more than 77 million passengers have flown 

with the Company, and nearly ten percent of the passengers boarding a GOL aircraft will be flying for the first time in their life.
Since its first aircraft took off , the Company has placed an emphasis on growth, increasing its fleet size from six aircraft in 

2001 to 111 aircraft by the end of 2007. The Company currently maintains a 45% market share in the domestic, and offers over 
810 daily flights to 66 destinations – 53 domestic and 13 abroad.

This growth was made possible by GOL’s fundamental business model, based on the low-cost, low-fare concept. With a 
simple cost structure and investments in state-of-the-art technology, a standardized fleet and motivated team, the Company 
has always offered its customers accessible, affordable airfares, quality service and high-level security – everything customers 
expect from an airline.

GOL’s profitability and high occupancy rates are a testament to passengers’ satisfaction with the airline’s customer service.
The Company’s cost per available seat kilometer (CASK) is the lowest in South America. According to Boeing, GOL has one of the 
world’s highest aircraft utilization rates at 14.2 hours per day.
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mISSION, vISION  
aNd vaLuES

These values make all of those at GOL work responsibly and with high performance focused on services.
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MiSSion
 to proMote and enCourage Solidarity and SoCial reSponSibility 

through profeSSional aCtionS and aCtivity in SoCial, Cultural, Sporting, 

and environMental areaS, in-line with CoMpany poliCy.  

viSion
 to be reCognized aS a CoMpany with a SoCially reSponSible 

ManageMent, aCknowledged by virtue of itS tranSparenCy, dediCation  

and profeSSionaliSM.

valueS
 to adopt praCtiCeS, behaviorS, and attitudeS baSed on valueS 

whiCh Contribute to a high-quality of life and reSpeCt of our 

CoMMunity and Staff.
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MeSSage froM the preSident GROWING 
RESPONSIBLY

a Step ahead
GOL was born in the early days 

of the 21st century during a period of 
increased social and environmental  
awareness. While a number of 
companies were compelled to make 
significant changes in order to adapt 
their current business practices, GOL 
was created with a commitment 
to social responsibility built in to its 
business.

gol haS innovated in the aviation Market with 

the low-CoSt–low-fare Strategy.

until then, flying waS ConSidered a privilege 

for the few. we have introduCed the ChoiCe of 

a quality ServiCe aCCeSSible to MoSt people.
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This inherent social awareness was 
particularly important for the Company 
in 2007. GOL remained focused on 
its goal to offer air transportation to 
the largest number of consumers. 
Currently, the Company supports 18 
civil society organizations that must 
travel long distances to fulfill their 
objectives of changing Brazil. 

During 2007, Brazil faced turbulent 
times in the airline industry, but GOL 
and VRG overcame these obstacles 
with the help of its motivated and 
committed employees, who worked 
through industry-wide issues calmly 
and seriously.

The Company also displayed its 
promptness in developing solutions 
to improve customer service, such 
as setting up an internal call center, 
therefore increasing the number of 
communication channels available to 
the public.

GOL’s determination to adopt 
practices that minimize impact on the 
environment extends even further, 
including defining internal procedures 
and choosing suppliers. 

Considering the Company’s success 
in overcoming adversity in 2007, we 
are confident that we will continue 
to build a more equal and fair society 
every day for everyone in Brazil. 

�Constantino�de�Oliveira�Júnior�
President  

 We finished 2007 With  111 PLaNES. 

With the fleet’s standardization, We have 

achieved gains that are reflected in the quality 

of our services. 
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SOCIaL  
PERfORmaNCE 

Our social performance is marked by respect for our collaborators and commitment to the development 
of social policies.

IN INTERVIEWS  WITH OUR CUSTOMERS IN 

NOVEMBER 2007, 75% OF RESPONDENTS 

RECOGNIZE THAT GOL INVESTS IN SOCIALLY AND 

ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE PROGRAMS.

10



 R$ 2.1 mILLION    

Were invested in health and safety in 

2007, a groWth of 6% in relation to 

the previous year.
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SoCial perforManCe

gol inveStS in the qualifiCation and 

profeSSional developMent to build and 

enhanCe SkillS that favor the perSonal and 

profeSSional growth of CollaboratorS.

eMployeeS
The Company’s human resources 

policy is based on respect for diversity and 
individuality. Therefore, GOL encourages 
the hiring and advancement of 
employees from across the labor market, 
including teenagers, senior citizens and 
the handicapped. The Company’s Code 
of Ethics and its Conduct Manual bar any 
kind of distinction or prejudice among 
staff members. 

The Human Resources department 
is a key part of GOL’s business, as the 
Company’s profits depend on the work 
of all its employees, regardless of rank or 
position. All of the Company’s over 15,000 
employees are committed to developing 
projects and meeting clearly defined 
goals. The heads of each department 
encourage their staff members to develop 
and recommend additional programs. 
All of GOL’s employees are involved and 
committed to completing projects. 
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In 2006, GOL created the Better Age 
Project, which provides opportunities 
for individuals over 50 years old. 
GOL believes that these employees, 
with their significant professional 
experience, will consistently contribute 
to the Company’s progress. 

 
benefitS and internal 
CoMMuniCationS 

Since 2004, GOL has acknowledged 
its employees’ efforts through a 
Profit Sharing Plan (PPR) based on 
Company’s results. 

Internal promotions are another 
means of acknowledging staff member 
talents – approximately nine of every 
ten new jobs created are filled by a 
current GOL employee.

GOL’s salaries are in-line with 
the average domestic industry 
compensation and the Company 
provides all benefits provided for 
by law, including psychological 
assistance, via telephone or in-person 
sessions, for employees dealing with 
stress at work. 

 Additionally, a number of 
internal communications channels 
are available to employees including 
an intranet, newsletter and regular 
Organizational Climatic Survey, with 
the results of which are broadly 
disclosed. The acknowledgement of 
and open relationship with employees 
has been greatly successful, as evident 
by GOL’s low turnover rate of 1%, 
compared to the average 3%-5% for 
the rest of the industry.

 gol employs around   

600 professionals Who are more 

than 50 years old, in addition to special 

needs persons.

prograMS and projeCtS
In order to create leaders, 

GOL introduced its Leadership 
Development Program (PDL), which 
was founded based on demand 
outlined in the Organizational Climate 
Survey. During the four day course, 
leaders are exposed to theoretical and 
practical concepts through discussions 
with experienced consultants, dynamic 
groups, and movies. 

GOL also developed the PNE 
Project (Persons with Special Needs), 
which has hired over 200 handicapped 
individuals since its implementation 
in 2005. The project also prepares 
the employees to work side by side 
with these new collaborators through 
courses and programs.
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CuStoMerS
Last year GOL surpassed its own 

record for the number of transported 
passengers. Nearly 22 million Brazilians 
traveled on GOL in 2007; for roughly 
10% of these passengers, this was the 
first time they’ve ever traveled by air. 

Accessible fares, promotions, and 
an installment plan for airfare through 
the Voe Fácil program have allowed a 
significant number of South Americans 
to exchange seats on a bus for seats 
on an airplane, saving valuable time, 
adding comfort and providing safety to 
their travels. 

  

the CoMMunity
In order to support disadvantaged 

sections of society, GOL supports 
a portfolio of projects which are 
dedicated to serving issues central 
to the development of Brazil.  GOL  
believes that companies have an 
important role to play in tackling social 
problems, separate from any financial 
or corporate image intentions, and 
that everyone has a responsibility to 
contribute to maintaining a sustainable 
environment. Below is a review of  
the projects supported by GOL  
during 2007.  

aaCd
GOL supports and is a partner 

of AACD (“Associação de Assistência 
à Criança Deficiente” - Association 
for the Care of Disabled Children), 
an institution with the purpose of 

providing treatment, rehabilitation, and 
integration into society  for children 
with disabilities.  AACD receives five 
thousand patients every day to its 
eight rehabilitation units. Last year, 
GOL donated 100 air tickets. One 
of AACD’s main partners is Teleton, 
a televised marathon held once 
a year and broadcast live over 27 
consecutive hours by the SBT network. 
The Company is also a partner in this 
project, which gathers funds and 
helps raise awareness about prejudice. 
In 2007, the Company donated R$ 2 
million, – revenue from the sale of air 
tickets during a specific promotion 
that called upon the Company’s 
community of customers.

For further information, please visit 
www.aacd.org.br
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fundação abrinq
GOL has made monthly 

contributions to Fundação Abrinq 
since 2001, supporting activities aimed 
at the protection and promotion 
of civil rights among children and 
teenagers in Brazil.  Founded in 1990 
by a group of businessmen in the 
toy industry, Fundação Abrinq has 
benefited over five million children in 
the ensuing 18 years.

For further information please visit 
www.fundacaoabrinq.org.br. 

 
Canto Cidadão

Another important project 
sponsored by GOL is Canto Cidadão 
– an organization dedicated to 
providing light relief and social 
support to  hospital staff and patients. 
With activities in almost all of GOL‘s 
destinations, volunteers visit public 

and charitable hospitals with the 
purpose of motivating patients, family 
members, and health professionals. 
The organization has teams of ‘Citizen 
Doctors’ – clowns and entertainers who 
seek to bring joy and encouragement 
to the sick.

Canto Cidadão also holds 
presentations and meetings with 
communicators, students in the health 
specialties, and other groups involved 
in the provision of healthcare, in 
order to encourage volunteer service.  
It also promotes other initiatives, 
multiplying the benefits of supporting 
this organization. GOL has sponsored  
Canto Cidadão since 2005, enabling the 
organization to support roughly 60,000 
people every year. GOL also donated 40 
air tickets to the group  in 2007. 

For further information please visit  
www.cantocidadao.org.br.

Care brasil
GOL has been an important partner of 

CARE Brasil in 2007, having donated 203 
air tickets to the organization. As a part of 
a NGO active in 73 countries, CARE Brasil 
is dedicated to fighting poverty.  In Brazil 
the organization focuses on the most 
disadvantaged areas of the country, acting 
on two fronts to promote education and 
create jobs and income. Each community 
is assisted by specific programs, specially 
developed to be maintained in a 
sustainable manner.

For further information please visit 
www.care.org.br. 
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eu quero ajudar
Founded in 2004, the Eu Quero Ajudar 

[I Want to Help] association entered into 
a partnership agreement with GOL that 
same year.  The organization’s mission 
is to promote social and economic 
development, helping families in very 
poor regions to maintain a sustainable 
and acceptable standard of living and 
education.  

During the course of the year, GOL 
supported seven Eu Quero Ajudar 
projects by donating air tickets.

For further information please visit 
www.euqueroajudar.org.br

 
fundação gol de letra

GOL has supported Fundação Gol 
de Letra since 2004, an organization 
acknowledged by Unesco as a world 

leader in the assistance of socially 
excluded children through cultural 
and educational training.   Established 
by the Brazilian national soccer 
team players, Raí and Leonardo, this 
institution’s programs have helped 
1,000 young people in São Paulo and 
Rio de Janeiro.  In 2007 GOL donated 
200 air tickets to the group. 

For further information please visit 
www.goldeletra.org.br. 

futebol dos atores
GOL supports the transportation 

of Futebol dos Atores volunteers, a 
charitable action group which collects 
non-perishable foodstuffs, clothing, 
and school supplies for the country’s 
poorest communities. Established 
by actor Fábio Villaverde, the group 

consists of 40 actors who change 
places in lively matches held in a 
number of regions all over the country.  
GOL’s  partnership with Futebol dos 
Atores dates back to 2003, last year the 
Company donated 40 air tickets to the 
organization’s volunteers.

instituto Criar  
Instituto Criar de TV, Cinema e 

Novas Mídias is a social organization 
dedicated to contributing to decreasing 
unemployment rates among children 
and teenagers, offering a social, cultural 
and technical training program in the 
audiovisual field for youngsters from low-
income families. Annually, 150 youngsters 
aged are placed in behind-the-scenes 
jobs in TV and cinema, including set 
development, camera operation and 

 the donation of tickets to ashoka contributes to the 

development of projects in argentina and paraguay. this 

support has made it possible to promote the first meeting 

of latin america’s social entrepreneurs (argentina, brazil, 

chile, colombia, peru and uruguay), Which took place on 

december 5, 2006.
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wardrobe. One service offered by 
Instituto Criar, the Voe Alto (“Fly High”) 
project, sponsored by GOL, schedules 
a number of meetings with industry 
professionals (filmmakers, scriptwriters, 
TV directors) and social entrepreneurs, 
which inspire and motivate the programs 
enrollees to maintain a positive attitude 
and “fly high.” Voe Alto has scheduled 
meetings with Andrucha Waddignton, 
Felipe Hirsch, Fernando Meirelles, Gilberto 
Braga, Hector Babenco, João Salles, MV 
Bill, Oscar Rodrigues Alves, Soninha, 
Tata Amaral e Washington Olivetto. The 
Company supports this initiative with 
monthly contributions of R$ 5,000 and  
30 air tickets every year. 

For further information please visit 
www.institutocriar.org.br. 

 
pastoral da Criança

Pastoral da Criança is a community 
organization acting on a domestic and 
international level, based on a philosophy 
of human solidarity and the sharing of 
knowledge. The organization’s purpose is 
to support the development of children 
up to age six, by encouraging social 

integration in the family and community 
environment, taking preventative action 
to strengthen the social base and family 
and support community integration. 
The Pastoral is supported by CNBB 
(Conferência Nacional dos Bispos do 
Brasil) and is open to persons of any 
religion. At least 267,000 volunteers 
monitor over 1.9 million children up to 
six years of age, in addition to 97,000 
mothers-to-be. Since entering into this 
partnership, GOL has invested R$ 2 million, 
with an annual average of R$ 500.

For further information please visit 
www.pastoraldacrianca.org.br.

projeto felicidade
Projeto Felicidade is an institution 

from São Paulo which devotes itself 
to supporting needy children with 
cancer to boost their self-esteem. The 
project provides weekly assistance 
to 14 families selected from 32 
accredited hospitals in different parts 
in the country. They are provided free 
hotel rooms and are offered daily 
tours to beaches, parks, GOL’s facilities, 
movie theaters and other recreational 

areas that provide fun environment, 
including parties and gifts. They are 
also offered the possibility to train 
in professional activities such as 
carpentry, sewing, etc, throughout 
the year. At the end of 2007, 7,951 
children participated in the project, 
of which 304 flew with GOL. In 2007, 
GOL donated 96 air tickets to 14 
Brazilian states.

For further information please visit 
www.felicidade.org.br.

 
expedicionários da Saúde

Expedicionários da Saúde is an 
NGO created in 2003 with the mission 
of providing medical and surgical 
assistance to native populations in 
Brazil’s most remote regions. GOL has 
been transporting physicians, nurses, 
and technicians to the closest possible 
locations to these communities since 
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2004, in addition to all the equipment 
required to assemble a real hospital in 
the midst of the Amazon jungle. It is 
often necessary to continue the journey 
to the final destination by helicopter or 
boat. The team in charge of post-surgery 
care may remain on location for an 
additional 20 days.

Last year, volunteer doctors 
undertook three expeditions, totaling 
387 surgeries involving a number of 
specialties, in addition to 2,064 out-
patient visits. The first expedition 
involved 15 physicians visiting the 
Amazon region of São Gabriel da 
Cachoeira, while two physiotherapists 
conducted courses for nurses on 
Repetitive Effort Lesions (REL), a very 
common problem in communities 
with handicraft workers. The 
second expedition consisted of four 
physicians joining forces with Projeto 
Saúde e Alegria to perform several 
ophthalmological surgeries on board 
the hospital ship Abaré, on the Tapajós 

river. Three months later a team of 15 
physicians again performed surgeries 
on the floating hospital in Aveiro, a 
municipality in the state of Pará. 

For further information please visit 
www.expedicionariosdasaude.org.br.

vaga lume
OL is an important partner of 

Associação Vaga Lume, a non-profit 
organization devoted to providing 
culture and education in the Amazon 
region. Since its creation in 2001, this 
group has established 82 libraries in 
rural communities, making literature 
accessible to local populations. One of 
the organization’s key strategies is to 
enable local representatives to develop 
and encourage the habit of reading, 
in addition to aiding the integration 
of these locations with the country’s 
other regions.

Last year, GOL provided air 
tickets enabling 79 people from 19 
municipalities in the Amazon region to 
visit São Paulo and attend the 2nd Vaga 
lume Congress. These were technicians 
from local education authorities, 
community leaders, and teachers who 
received training as ambassadors of 

the program, enabling them to plan, 
organize, and provide monitoring to 
their community libraries, under the 
supervision of Vaga lume educators. 
Throughout the year, GOL donated 
air tickets to 153 participants in these 
projects.

For further information please visit 
www.vagalume.org.br. 

ashoka
 Ashoka is a non-profit organization 

that contributes to the development 
of citizenship in the entire world by 
encouraging social entrepreneurship. It 
is present in 63 countries and supports 
activities with the potential to change 
lives and locations for the better. 

GOL has been involved in this 
mission since 2006 through the 
donation of air tickets. One of the 
most important events sponsored 
by the Company last year was 
Empreendedores Sociais da América 
Latina, Ashoka’s first inter-continental  
integration event.  GOL’s support 
allowed the organization  to bring 43 
representatives to São Paulo from a 
number of communities located in 
eight Brazilian states, in addition to 
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guests from Paraguay, Chile, Uruguay, 
Colombia, and Argentina. The 
event facilitated the sharing of best 
practice and experience in ensuring 
the effectiveness and improvement 
of projects. Social entrepreneurs 
recognized by Ashoka at the event 
include Instituto Esporte e Educação, 
organized by ex-volleyball star Ana 
Moser, and Cufa (“Central Única das 
Favelas” – Slums’ Unique Center), 
founded by Celso Athayde.

GOL contributed to the selection 
of 19 new social entrepreneurs in 
2007 across Brazil and Paraguay.  By 
supporting Ashoka, the Company 
indirectly assisted over 56,000 children, 
young people and adults through the 
networks run by the organization’s 
entrepreneurs, who are active not only 
inside their own communities, but 
who also expand their methodologies 
to other networks and municipalities, 
which has the potential to influence 
domestic or international public 
policiess.

For further information please visit 
the website: www.ashoka.org.br. 

the bolshoi theater School in brazil 
Last year, the Company began 

supporting  an unparalleled institution: 
Instituto Escola do Teatro Bolshoi no 
Brasil – the only world-renowned 
Bolshoi ballet school outside of Russia. 
. Headquartered in Joinville, in the 
state of Santa Catarina, this non-profit 
organization was created in 2000, 
with 247 pupils from 96 Brazilian 
municipalities in 22 states, 94 percent of 
which are funded by grants. Candidates 
for the school come from many social 
backgrounds and are put through 
an extensive and detailed selection 
process. GOL donated 75 air tickets in 
2007, providing these young dancers 
with transportation to a course taught 
by a specialized professional staff, both 
Brazilian and Russian, with the goal of 
contributing to the advancement of 
culture.   Last December, the first class 
graduated with a certificate in Technical 
Dance Qualification of Classical Ballet 
Artist, an eight-year course recognized 
by the State Educational Council. 

For further information please visit 
www.escolabolshoi.org.br. 

Centro infantil boldrini  
Centro Infantil Boldrini provides 

medical and hospital assistance to 
children and teenagers with blood 
diseases and cancer. Its work is based 
on full-time and cross-discipline care 
to patients and their families, better-
utilizing specialized knowledge 
in connection with domestic and 
international medical assistance 
protocols, in addition to encouraging 
research.

This important project has counted 
on GOL’s support since 2006.  To date 
6,000 patients and 40 employees have 
benefited directly from GOL’s assistance. 
Through this sponsorship, professional 
staff members were able to attend 
congresses throughout the country, as 
well as purchase equipment for day-to-
day use by the hospital.  In 2007, GOL 
donated 30 air tickets and invested 
 R$ 10,000 in the program.

For further information please visit 
www.boldrini.org.br.
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espaço Criança lagoa Santa  
A joint undertaking with the NGO 

Conviver, Espaço helps children sent 
to the lower juvenile court or social 
assistance, due to family violence, 
unstable life conditions, child labor, etc. 
Assistance is provided to160 children 
between six and 12 years of age, who 
live and receive meals at the center. 
The project encourages families to 
provide adequate protection for their 
children and  a healthy and emotionally 
balanced development. It also createed 
partnerships with the children’s schools, 

providing an effective opportunity to 
get ahead in school. 

In addition to a R$ 60,000 donation, 
GOL’s objective is the transfer of 
management experience, wich 
improvements the organization’s 
infrastructure, and the maintenance of 
buildings, furniture, and equipment. 
The objective is to create a long-term 
teaching project, converting the 
facility into a place where children can 
live together, receive supplementary 
education, and be socially integrated.

This is a project in which family 
members and other volunteer groups 
run workshops, organize refurbishing 
and regular maintenance, hold award 
ceremonies and manage the facilities. 

 the caravana do esporte (sports caravan)  project  

has gathered together several segments of society and 

offers to children and teenagers across the country 

the opportunity to be a part of their local community by 

participating in sports.

Caravana do esporte
The Caravana do Esporte project, 

sponsored by ESPN Brasil, a cable 
sporting TV channel, UNICEF and 
Instituto Esporte e Educação since 2005, 
uses sports as an instrument to educate 
children and young people in needy 
communities in rural areas and in the 
suburbs of the country’s larger cities. 
During the first three years of activities, 
45,000 children in 35 cities enrolled 
in the program and roughly 7,500 
educators were trained in sports and 
education.  

The leadership team is composed 
of well-known athletes, teachers, 
educational coordinators, journalists, 
and technical teams, who participate in 
monthly activities with the children and 
the TV program. 
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GOL ‘s support of this project started 
in 2007 through a donation of air tickets 
to the entire team, which subsequently 
allowed the project to transfer a part of 
its budget to increasing its assistance to 
children and teenagers. 

apae
APAE does the important job 

of encouraging societal inclusion 
of people with disabilities, in 
addition to supporting their families 
and upholding their rights. This 
institution is present in two thousand 
municipalities throughout Brazil 
by means of Fenapae – Federação 
Nacional das Apaes. Together 
with the Ministry of Labor and 
Employment, in 2004 it created 
a project for the implementation 

of its methodology to qualify and 
place the handicapped in private 
companies throughout the country.

GOL believes that this initiative 
is an important path to encouraging 
a non-discriminatory attitude in 
the labor market; therefore, it has 
supported this program since since 
2005 by promoting integration and 
equipping its staff to welcome and 
work side by side with these new 
employees. Fenapaes (“National 
Federation of Apaes”) receives 
air tickets to help the entity in 
its activities by national and 
international organizations, and the 
promotion of policies devoted to the 
handicapped.

In addition to GOL’s support of 
APAE, the Company is committed 

 gol is not only dedicated to 

including persons With disabilities in 

its operations but also the support, 

integration and defense of their rights, 

eXtending to family members and 

society as a Whole.

to employing these people. In 2006, 
GOL employed 299 collaborators 
with disabilities or special needs. In 
2007, this number rose to 344

In addition to GOL’s support of 
APAE, the Company is committed 
to employing non-discriminatory 
employment policies and employs 
approximately 344 people with 
disabilities.

For further information please visit 
www.apaebrasil.org.br. 
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ENvIRONmENtaL 
PERfORmaNCE

 “environment Week” collected     

4 tONS of garbage from the beaches 

of rio de janeiro.

We are constantly improving our processes to ensure environmental preservation.
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environMental perforManCe OuR aIRCRaft 
maINtENaNCE CENtER IS 
ONE Of thE mOSt advaNCEd 
faCILItIES Of ItS kINd IN 
LatIN amERICa.

environMental effiCienCy  
The environment is an ongoing 

concern for GOL. The Company’s 
Maintenance Center located in Confins, 
Minas Gerais, has been endorsed by 
the Ministry of the Environment and 
is one of Latin America’s most modern 
facilities. The hanger can accommodate 
four aircraft at once and is equipped 
with units for processing chemical 
waste.  This waste is processed in 
accordance with global best practices 
for environmental protection. For 
example, the water used to wash items 
is processed and re-used in the aircrafts’ 
on-board toilets. Different types of oils, 
as well as chemicals used in painting 
the aircraft, are disposed in accordance 
with strict environmental standards. 

we are ConStantly iMproving our proCeSSeS 

are ConStantly being iMproved to enSure the 

beSt perforManCe geared reSpeCting natural 

reSourCeS.
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Constantly expanding and 
renewing its fleet, GOL flies the 737-
800 SFP (Short Field Performance), 
developed by Boeing per GOL’s 
specifications. This type of aircraft, 
which makes up almost one-third of 
GOL’s fleet, is able to take-off and land 
on short runways, producing less noise 
and using 40 percent less fuel, and as a 
result reducing the amount of polluting 
gases released into the atmosphere.

In addition to protecting 
the environment, the measures 
adopted by GOL are planned to be 
economically feasible. In 2003, for 
example, the Company created its 
Passando a Limpo project, which is an 
intelligent “dry cleaning” method of 
cleaning aircraft. Previously, washing 
an airplane required an average of 
1,000 liters of water. The dry cleaning 
method adopted reduced to 100 
liters only, with less used water going 
into the sewage network. GOL also 
uses industrial towels in its aircraft 
maintenance, washed by specialized 
companies that do not create excess 
waste. If regular cleaning cloths 
were used, each aircraft would be 
responsible for the disposal of roughly 
16 tons of cloth stained with grease, 
oil and other products. Additionally, 
solid waste from the aircraft galley is 
incinerated.
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The Company also operates a 
Recycling Program, which encourages 
staff members to separate recyclable 
materials such as plastic and paper 
items. The program’s purpose is to 
use revenue generated from  the 
sale of recyclable materials to fund 
an Employee Quality of Life Program 
and charitable institutions selected 
by employees.  Paper and metal 
packaging is sent to a cooperative of 
recyclable materials collectors who 
then share the revenue generated 
from the sales. Any excess lubricants 
found in this packaging are removed, 

gathered in special containers, and 
collected by a firm specialized in 
refining petroleum derivatives.

The Company adopted several 
Environmental Management System 
(EMS) procedures with its suppliers 
and uses technical audits to enforce 
compliance. GOL exercises caution, 
and may reject goods and services 
from companies that do not meet 
environmental protection parameters 
unless confirmation of compliance is 
received. Additionally, GOL supports a 
number of initiatives for environmental 
protection and awareness. During 
Environment Week, celebrated in June 
last year, the Company participated 
in the Limpando & Reciclando 2007 

event, held in Rio de Janeiro. Through 
the participation of 957 volunteers, 
four tons of trash were gathered from 
the beaches of Copacabana, Ipanema, 
Leblon, Barra da Tijuca, and Recreio 
dos Bandeirantes, among others. 
Bio-degradable plastic bags and 
gloves were handed out to vendors, 
street sellers, and beach-goers, to 
call the community’s attention to 
this important issue. That same 
week, the Company sponsored the 
Vamos Limpar o Brasil event, also on 
the beaches of Rio de Janeiro. Both 
initiatives were organized by Instituto 
Ecológico Aqualung, which sponsors 
preservation and environmental 
education.

 our team audits the environmental management 

processes of our suppliers.
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GOL has provided support to the 
Programa Floresta do Futuro since 
2005. Programa Floresta do Futuro is 
a development program created by 
Fundação SOS Mata Atlântica, a non-
profit entity dedicated to encouraging 
the preservation of biological diversity 
and cultural identity of the Atlantic 
Forest, a tropical and subtropical 
forest along Brazil’s Atlantic Coast, of 
which a mere 7 percent of its original 
area remains. Last year the Company 
supported a the Viva a Mata event 
by contributing R$ 10,000 and 20 
air tickets. The project developed 
corporate partnerships in an effort to 
reforest and recover areas with native 
species, which is essential to preserve 

water sources. These actions are 
related to environmental education 
plan in the supported regions, which 
cover close to 700 municipalities and 
36 million inhabitants. Viva a Mata, 
which was held in São Paulo in the 
Parque Ibirapuera, exhibited several 
Mata Atlântica preservation projects. In 
2007 there were 200 exhibitors and an 
audience of 75,000.

 gol supports the programa 

floresta do futuro (forest of the 

future program), Which promotes the 

biological diversity preservation
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Corporate reSponSibility balanCe Sheet
Corporate reSponSibility balanCe Sheet - ibaSe and nbC t15 baSiS 

1�–�Calculation�Base� 2007�–�R$�(000) 2006�–�R$�(000)

Net revenue  4,967,262  3,802,017

Operating result  60,616  751,753

Gross payroll  235,299  123,432

Total value added  2,221,858  1,752,116
2�–�Internal�Social�Indicators R$�(000) %�of�GP %�of�NR� %�of�TVA R$�(000) %�of�GP %�of�NR %�of�TVA

Food  37,714  16.03  0.76  1.70  20,702  16.77  0.54  1.18

Compulsory social jobs  177,843  75.58  3.58  8.00  84,390  68.37  2.22  4.82

Occupational health and safety  2,143  0.91  0.04  0.10  1,570  1.27  0.04  0.09

Professional training and development  8,303  3.53  0.17  0.37  4,652  3.77  0.12  0.27

Profit-sharing  44,883  19.07  0.90  2.02  44,517  36.07  1.17  2.54

Transport  10,908  4.64  0.22  0.49  4,320  3.50  0.11  0.25

Total�–�internal�social�indicators �281,794  119.76  5.67  12.68 �160,151  129.75  4.21  9.14

3�–�External�Social�Indicators R$�(000) %�of�GP %�of�NR %�of�TVA R$�(000) %�of�GP %�of�NR %�of�TVA

Education  231  0.38  0.00  0.01  85  0.01  0.00  0.00

Culture  1,720  2.84  0.03  0.08  2,577  0.34  0.07  0.15

Health and sanitation  2,688  4.43  0.05  0.12  533  0.07  0.01  0.03

Sport  255  0.03  0.00  0.01

Total�contribution�to�society �4,639  7.65  0.09  0.21 �3,450  0.46  0.09  0.20

Taxes (excluding social charges)  296,464  489.09  5.97  13.34  448,747  59.69  11.80  25.61

Total�–�external�social�indicators �301,103  496.74  6.06  13.55 �452,197  60.15  11.89  25.81

Distribution�of�investment�in�environment
in�R$�
(000) %�of�total

in�R$�
(000) %�of�total

Total�investment�in�maintenance�measures �171 �175

5�–�Workforce�indicators
2007

in�Units
2006

in�Units

No. employees at the end of the period  15,722  8,840

No. of staff recruited in the period  6,338  4,019

No. of staff leaving in the period  1,550  635

No. of outsourced staff  6,891  3,538

No. of trainees  86  43

No. of employees over 45 years of age  1,744 480

No. of employees by age group:

Up to 18 years old  19  12

From 18 to 35 years old  10,891  6,809

From 36 to 60 years old  4,761  1,999

Over 60 years old  51  20
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No. of employees by schooling:

Illiterate 0 0

With primary education  269  79

With high school/technical education  12,610  5,626

With higher education  2,763  3,064

Postgraduate  80  71

No. of women who work at the company  8,857  3,487

% of management positions occupied by women  28%  17%

No. of men who work at the company  6,865  5,353

% of management positions occupied by men  72%  83%

No. of African descendants who work at the company  225  147
No. of special needs employees  344  299

Gross remuneration segregated by:

Employees  497,686  120,746

Administrators  6,584  2,686

6�–�Significant�information�in�the�exercising�
of�corporate�citizenship� 2007 2006

Relationship between highest and lowest paid  115  96

Number of total accidents in the workplace  167  110

Profit-sharing includes:

( ) directors
( ) directors and management

(X) all employees

( ) directors
( ) directors and management

(X) all employees

In the selection of suppliers, the same standards 
of ethics and social and environmental 
responsibility adopted by the company:

( ) are not considered
( ) are suggested

(X) are required

( ) are not considered
( ) are suggested

(X) are required

With regard to the participation of employees in 
voluntary work programs, the company:

( ) has no involvement
(X) supports

( ) organizes & encourages

( ) não se envolve
(X) apóia

( ) organiza e incentiva

Number of labor related lawsuits:

Taken out against the company  1,796  189

Ongoing judgments  253  75

Non-ongoing judgments  36  38

Vale of total fines and indemnities paid as 
determined by court order:  43  243

Total value added to be distributed (in R$ ‘000): 2,221,858 1,752,116

Distribution of value added:
in�(‘000)�

R$
%�of�
total

in�(‘000)�
R$

%�of
�total

Government  469,839  21.15  439,080  25.06

Employees  659,244  29.67  410,820  23.45

Shareholders  302,775  13.63  181,145  10.34

Third parties  790,000  35.56  341,631  19.50

Retained  0  0.00  379,440  21.66 
7�-�Other�information

The 2007 consolidated results of GOL Linhas Aéreas Inteligentes S.A.  include GOL Transportes Aéreos S.A. (GOL) and VRG Linhas Aéreas S.A. 
(VARIG). VRG Linhas Aéreas S.A. was acquired on April 9, 2007.
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gol linhaS aÉreaS inteligenteS S.a.

added value StateMentS   
yearS ended deCeMber 31, 2007 and 2006
(in thouSandS of reaiS)

��������������������������Parent�Company ��������������������������Consolidated

2007 2006 2007 2006

Revenues

Passenger, cargo and other transportation revenues             -            - 5,158,426 3,951,858

Allowance for doubtful accounts             -            -      (12,931)      (10,366)

Inputs acquired from third parties (including ICMS and IPI)

Fuel and lubricant suppliers             - - (1,898,840) (1,227,001)

Material, energy, third-party services and others     (8,121)     (8,664) (1,181,079)    (666,954)

Aircraft insurance             -            -      (44,646)      (30,169)

Sales and marketing             -            -    (354,935)    (414,597)

Gross added value     (8,121)     (8,664) 1,665,995 1,602,771

Retentions

Depreciation and amortization             -            -    (101,740) (58,252)

Net added value generated by the Company     (8,121)     (8,664) 1,564,255 1,544,519

Added value received in transfer
Tax credits arising from accumulated tax losses and  
social contribution tax losses   45,142            -     368,035               -

Results of equity pickup 227,133 536,315               -               -

Financial expense 51,233  226,960 289,568    266,698

Total added value to be distributed 270,718 679,389 2,221,858 1,752,116

Added value distribution 

Employees          (21)            -    (659,244)    (410,820)

Government     (2,168) (118,804)    (469,839)    (439,080)

Financing companies            (2)            -    (162,715)      (64,786)

Lessors             -            -    (661,533)    (276,845)

Shareholders (302,775) (181,145)    (302,775)    (181,145)

Reinvested   34,248 (379,440)        34,248    (379,440)

Total distributed added value (270,718) (679,389) (2,221,858) (1,752,116)

See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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gol tranSporteS aÉreoS S.a.

added value StateMentS   
yearS ended deCeMber 31, 2007 and 2006
(in thouSandS of reaiS)

������2007 ����2006

Revenues

Passenger, cargo and others 4,562,511 3,951,858

Allowance for doubtful accounts (12,551) (10,366)

Inputs acquired from third parties (including ICMS and IPI)

Fuel and lubricant suppliers (1,595,346) (1,227,001)

Material, energy, third-party services and others (921,741) (631,553)

Aircraft insurance (43,019) (30,169)

Sales and marketing (295,885) (414,274)

Gross added value               1,693,969  1,638,495

Retentions

Depreciation and amortization (99,443) (58,252)

Net added value generated by the company                1,594,526  1,580,243

Added value received in transfer

Financial revenues 52,092 (71,611)

Total added value to be distributed 1,646,618 1,508,632

Added value distribution 

Employees (535,462) (410,820)

Government (412,561) (316,569)

Financing companies (52,438) (21,733)

Lessors (462,901) (423,582)

Shareholders (173,717) (447,699)

Reinvested (9,539) 111,771

Total distributed added value (1,646,618) (1,508,632)

See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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awardS and aCknowledgeMentS  

•  Conducting business in an effective 
and responsible manner is reflected 
in acknowledgements by several 
institutions that granted GOL awards 
in 2007. We will continue to seek out 
the best performance in the industry 
by contributing to the development 
of the industry and of our Company.

•  Number one in Disclosure Procedures 
in Latin America for two consecutive 
years, holding first place in the 
industry and among Latin America’s 
five best investor relations websites 
in the nineth edition of the IR Global 
Rankings. 

ConduCting buSineSS effeCtively and 

reSponSibly refleCtS in the reCognition of 

inStitutionS that have awarded gol Several 

prizeS in 2007. we will Continue to iMprove 

our buSineSS perforManCe, Contributing to 

the developMent of the induStry and of our 

CoMpany.
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•  Elected by aviation Week & space 
technology (aWst) as the world’s best 
performing airline among companies 
with revenue between US$ 1 billion 
and US$ 2 billion.

•  Aircraft Pre-delivery Payment (PDP) 
loan was named South American 
Loan of the Year by the British 
publication jane’s transport finance. 

•  Designated by Brazil’s institutional 
investor magazine as one of the most 
transparent companies to investors 
in the aerospace, transportation, and 
industrial sector. 

•  Brazil’s institutional investor designated 
the Company’s Chief Executive Officer 
as the top CEO in the aerospace, 
transportation, and industrial sector. 

• Five awards in the Ninth annual 
Global IR Rankings 2007 (IRGR), whose 
awards classify and identify best 
practices in investor relations activities. 
For the second consecutive year, 
GOL was number one in Disclosure 
Procedures (best disclosure practices), 
which selects companies with the best 
procedures for disclosing their results, 
with an emphasis on equal treatment 
and assuring simultaneous distribution. 

•  The Company was also granted the 
top award in the IR Website class 
and was placed among the five best 
Latin American companies. GOL’s site 
segments and provides information 
tailored to specific audience 
requirements, including analysts, 
institutional investors, individual 
investors, and fixed income investors, 
and was acknowledged primarily for 
the quantity and quality of information 
made available, in addition to the ease 
of browsing and design.

•  Best Online Annual Report was also 
in the industry in Latin America,  
assessed according to design, quality 
of animation and soundtrack, easily 
accessible links and inter-activity. In 
all, 145 companies from 33 countries 
were candidates for the award.

• Top of Mind Internet 2007 - Airline, 
awarded by Datafolha Research 
Institute and UOL to GOL, for the first 
place in the category Airline, as the 
most remembered brand by internet 
users, with 42% of the poll.

• Top of Mind Internet 2007 - Heavy User, 
awarded by Datafolha Research Institute 
and UOL to GOL in the category Heavy 
User, as the most remembered brand by 
internet users, with 42% of the poll.

• Abril de Publicidade 2007, awarded to 
Almap BBDO, in the category Creation 
in the Digital Media, for the institutional 
campaign designed for GOL, which 
shows an aircraft transformed into a 
clock hand.
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Corporate inforMation

Coordination
Alessandra Barcala 
Maria de Nazaré G. Sousa 
Manuela Carneiro
Rosemary Menis

aCknowledgeMentS
Trip Editora/Revista GOL

Coordination
Alessandra Barcala 
Maria de Nazaré G. Sousa 
Manuela Carneiro
Rosemary Menis

aCknowledgeMentS
Trip Editora/Revista GOL

photo CreditS 
Clients and crew members
Trip Editora/Revista GOL

Carebrasil
•  John Spaulll 
•  Patrícia Magrini

aaCd
Promotional photos

Canto Cidadão
Promotional photos

fundação gol de letra
Communication Department

futebol dos atores
Archive

instituto Criar
Bob Paulino
 

pastoral da Criança
Archive

projeto felicidade
Anderson Rodrigues

expedicionários da Saúde
Archive

vaga lume
Sylvia Guimarães
Acervo Associação Vaga Lume 

ashoka
Archive
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Archive
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